




Radiant Highway 
 

By Linda Ambrosini 

Finished Size 56” x 68” 

 

 

Let the ombre print of the Radiant Gradients fabric do all the work for you.  

This is truly a very simple row quilt. 

 

Fabric Requirements: 

 

M7426-65 Denim             5/8 yd 

M7426-158 Victorian Rose 3/8 yd 

M7426-296 Steel             ½ yd 

M7426-502 Coconut  ½ yd 

M7426-581 Bluegrass  ¾ yd 

M7426-302 Stone            5/8 yd 

M7426-299 Castle Rock           3/8 yd 

1895-113 Frost            1 3/8 yd 

N7700-28 Silver            1/2 yd  for binding 

 

Cutting and Row Construction: 

 

From the background fabric (1896-113 Frost) cut (19) strips at 2 ½ “ by 

WOF.  Sub cut the following rectangles for stop blocks in the gradient 

rows.  (5) - 2 ½ x 5”, (5) - 2 ½ x 4” and (3) - 2 ½ x 3”. The remainder of the 

strips are sewn together end to end and cut into (12) – 2 ½ x 56” strips for 

sashing. 

 

The following chart gives the cutting and sewing instructions for each 

gradient row of this quilt. Row #1 is the top row as shown in the photo.  

Each row consists of 2 WOF Radiant Gradient strips and 1 Frost stop block 

rectangle.  Remove all salvages prior to sewing and measuring. The 

Radiant Gradient fabrics are sewn as mirror images around the Frost stop 

block with either the light or the dark shade mirroring each other, as listed 

in the chart.  The offset pattern of the stop blocks is achieved by making a 

cut from the left hand side by the dimension given in the chart for each 

row. For example, Row #1, sew the two 5”x WOF Bluegrass strips with the 

light sides mirroring (to the left and the right sides of a 2 ½ x 5” Frost stop 

block. Measure over 9” from the left hand side of the sewn strip and cut at 

this 9” dimension.  Remove the 5” x 9” piece just cut.  From this new left 

hand starting point, measure over 56” to create the final length of the row 

#1.  Continue with subsequent rows.  All the rows will measure 56”.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Row # Fabric Width cut (2) Dark/Light Offset Cut 
1 M7426-581 

Bluegrass 

5” Light 9” 

2 M7426-299 

Castlerock 

4” Dark 6” 

 

3 M7426-302 

Stone 

5” Dark 3” 

 

4 M7426-581 

Bluegrass 

3” Light No offset 

5 M7426-502 

Coconut 

5” Dark 3” 

6 M7426-65 

Denim 

5” Light 6” 

 

7 M7426-296 

Steel 

3” Dark 9” 

8 M7426-302 

Stone 

4” Dark 6” 

9 M7426-581 

Bluegrass 

4” Dark 3” 

10 M7426-502 

Coconut 

3” Light No Offset 

11 M7426-296 

Steel 

4” Dark 3” 

12 M7426-158 

Victorian Rose 

5” Light 6” 

13 M7426-65 

Denim 

4” Light 9” 

  

 

Once all the rows are cut and sewn individually, sew the rows to each 

other to complete the quilt.  Each of the rows listed above have a 2 ½ x 

56” row of Frost sashing sewn between.  These were already cut to length 

in the cutting instructions.  Easy Peasy    

 

Quilt, Bind, and Enjoy! 




